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Synopsis 

 Podcasts are a powerful tool for engaging a wide audience with deeper content than you can 

normally approach in articles or blogs, but they’re a tricky art that takes time and practice to master. 

Many people struggle to meet guests, keep the conversation flowing, and stay committed to the task, 

but the benefits are unparalleled. Marc Angelo has been using podcasts to promote his own projects, 

as well as to meet many of his idols, and in this class he shares the steps he used to produce those. 

 

Key Points 

• Podcasts are a key element to using your platform to enable you to reach out to your heroes, and 

turn that contact into great content for your audience. 

• Podcasts are a win/win- they allow you to accomplish the above, and also enable the person you’re 

speaking to to spread their message and promote themselves as well. 
• This medium is also a powerful tool to build your network; if you show your guest respect and 

engage them with an interesting conversation, there’s a significant chance they’ll want to talk to 

you again, and continue supporting your endeavors. Don’t forget, they’re people too! 
• Unlike blogs and articles, podcasts are a great opportunity to dive deeper into content that can 

otherwise be hard to engage heavily with.  

• The conversations should be topical, but not so specific as to become irrelevant. Remember the 

Evergreen principles discussed in the copywriting class about drip sequences; try to create content 

that someone would be willing to listen to if they’re discovering it for the first time six months 

after it was made. 
• The conversations you have on your podcast can change you, too, not just your audience. Engage 

with your guest, listen to what they have to say, and remember that you invited them for a reason. 

If you approach the conversation like this, it’ll be easy to respond with quality discourse. 
• How do you format your podcast? 

o Pick a topic! Don’t be too vague- pick a niche guest, and a specific topic that the guest 

specializes in. 
▪ Make a list of the people who might make a good guest. 
▪ Invite those people! Explain why they’d benefit, and what you hope to get out of 

the podcast as well! Explain the win-win scenario to them. 

o Send the person a link to a booker that allows them to enter themselves on your schedule 

based on your pre-arranged availability. Make it as easy for them as possible! 
o Record the call by itself- your opening, your effects, your edits- that all comes after. 

o Get the podcast edited now, add your intro, make it catchy, make it shine. 
o Send it to a copywriter to take show notes, blogs, memes, and more. This is important to 

get your podcast exposure- you can now send small pieces of it to other distribution chan-

nels, give people a taste of the content so that they can know what they’re getting into. 

This is the best way to generate traffic. 
o Release the dang thing! Send it out to your subscribers and channels, and release the rest 

of the copywriting material- those notes, blogs, and memes- to any distribution channel 

you can think of. 
o Make sure your guest knows about its release and has the tools to promote it themselves. 

If you have a well networked guest, his audience can become your audience as well. 
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• Do not underestimate I-tunes. No other platform comes close to its audience and reach, and if you 

can get a good rush of initial promotion, topping the charts for just a day could transform your 

audience overnight. 
• Don’t forget that what you name your podcast is important! It has to be catchy enough to draw 

attention, but clear enough that people know what your topic is. 

• Consistency is also key- if you can’t maintain a schedule, film an entire season, and schedule them 

to go out over time.  
• You can monetize a quality podcast through sites like midroll, but you can also use the podcast to 

direct traffic to your business, products, or services if that’s more your cup of tea. 

• Your show notes are another great place to link to ads.  
• As always, don’t neglect your core skills for menial task. Be willing to automate and outsource 

things that aren’t your cup of tea. If you’re not an editor, get one. If you're not a copywriter, hire 

one. 
• Keep each podcast original! Make sure your questions and the conversation is centered around 

unique topics and unique guests, otherwise your content will become repetitive if you’re asking 

the same questions to each person that shows up. 
• Don’t stray from your theme, though. If you’re an entrepreneurial podcast, focus on entrepreneur-

ship. If you’re a photography podcast, focus on photography or related subjects. Don’t start with 

talking about weddings, and then have a podcast where you talk only about Game of Thrones. 
 

 

Powerful Quotes 

• “You can take that quote, turn it into a branded quote… and then take that and post it out on Face-

book.” - Marc Angelo Coppola [9:00] 
• “It’s my magic wand. It’s the number one way that I’ve made connections. It’s my number one 

marketing tool.” - Marc Angelo Coppola [11:00] 

• “I have no intention of stopping anytime soon, and new seasons of podcasts are coming very soon.” 
[35:00] 

• “Make sure that once your two week launch span is gone, that you are consistently putting that 

content out.” [42:00] 
 
Weekly Challenge 

• Come up with a theme for a podcast. 
• Write out a list of the types of guests you’d have, and the style of the show. 

o Is it more conversational, or more in-depth? One on one or round table? 
• Pick a name for your podcast. 
• Create some graphics for it. 

• Figure out how you’d approach guests. 
• Decide what equipment you’d use. 
• Plan out how you’d release it. 
• Write out all the details described above! 
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Links Mentioned 

 
http://www.calendly.com  

https://soundcloud.com/valhalla-movement/sets/valhalla-podcasts  

http://valhallasuperheroacademy.podbean.com/ 

http://www.midroll.com/podcasters/  

Pop Filter  

Microphone  

Sound Board  

Cable  

Stand  
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